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Rhode Island Canuck: John T. Godfrey
By Tim McCann
John Trevor Godfrey was born
on March 28, 1922 in Montreal, the
youngest of four boys born to British
parents. When he was a year old, the
family moved to the United States,
eventually settling in the mill town
of Woonsocket, Rhode Island. A
gregarious sort, ‘Johnny’ was a popular
classmate who became involved in
several activities while in school. He
was elected president of the class of
1940 at Woonsocket High School.
While his parents had plans
for him to attend college, Johnny had
other ideas. During his senior year he
had skipped out of school and went
to Providence in an attempt to enlist
in the Canadian Army. Though this
plan was thwarted, he attempted
on two other occasions to join the
Royal Canadian Air Force, once
being tracked down by his father at a
train station in Boston. Each time his
mother called the FBI. He took a job
at a shipyard, but was miserable, and
eventually his parents relented. He
would be allowed to join the RCAF,
but if he did not become a pilot he
would return to Rhode Island and go
to college. Johnny never made it.
In October 1941 Johnny
headed oﬀ to Nova Scotia and initial

Godfrey sits proudly on his first personal aircraft, a P-47D Thunderbolt. The name of his new plane
has already been chalked in. S/Sgt. Alfred Tomlinson would soon apply the nose art. Johnny was
21 at the time this was taken in late November 1944. (courtesy Bruce Zigler)

ﬂight training. Two weeks after
the start of his initial course he was
summoned to the CO’s oﬃce. Once
there, he was informed of the death
of his brother Reggie. Sailing on the
SS Vancouver Island, Reggie was part
of a corps of skilled labor going to
support the war eﬀort in England.
The ship was torpedoed and sunk oﬀ
the coast of Greenland with the loss
of all aboard. Having lost one son,
his parents were now more concerned
than ever about John’s choice of career

(America was still neutral at this
point) and asked him to reconsider.
However, Reggie’s death ﬁlled John
with more resolve than ever.
John resumed his training and
completed the course in the spring
of 1942. Upon getting to secondary
ﬂight school, John contracted
whooping cough and again missed
several weeks of class. He joined the
class following his and graduated
continued on page 11
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MOS 5400
In this issue, we introduce a new contributor to
the Herald, Tim McCann, and welcome the “little friends”
back to our pages. Tim is writing a book on the Fourth
Fighter Group pilot, John Godfrey. Tim became interested
in his fellow Rhode Islander while helping a friend research
another 4th FG pilot, Don Gentile.
After ﬁnding next to nothing on Godfrey, save
for an occasional picture or short reference, Tim says, “ I
became intrigued by the story of the RI Mustang pilot about
whom I’d never heard .” The dearth of information on “one
of the leading ﬁghter pilots in the ETO”, led Tim to write
the biography.
“It has been great fun,” he adds. “I’ve tracked
down high school classmates, family and friends of John;
managed to locate a few of the places in which he lived. I
have corresponded with and/or spoken to several pilots
who ﬂew with him as well as his crew chief.”
The working title of Tim’s book is Reggie’s Reply:
John Godfrey and the Air War in the ETO. He hopes
to have a ﬁrst draft completed by next spring. Judging
from this Herald article, we’re in for a treat when it sees
publication.
Also in this issue, we have three articles that span
the decades: The Heritage League’s new by-laws looks to
the future with revised membership classes. We also honor
our bridges, those special people who connect across
generations, and we feature the ﬁrst of planned regular reprints from past 2ADA journals.
Kelsey MacMillan, researcher par excellence for
the 389th BG, returns to our pages with a review of an
exciting book for children (which includes most of us),
David and the Mighty Eighth. This newly published
novel draws heavily on the childhood experiences of the
inimitable Roger Freeman and a great friend of the Second
Air Division, David Hastings. We round out our book
reviews with an older book for the younger set, as well as a
new history of the Eighth.
Our websites feature has important news about the
availability of some unit histories and Air Force documents
in electronic form, and checks out You Tube. Speaking of
Tube, Pete’s back with the story of a good idea that wasn’t.
And ﬁnally…No, your eyes haven’t deceived you.
This is the ﬁrst issue of the Herald published in a year.
The appalled editor is speechless, something the reader will
not ﬁnd diﬃcult to believe after the 12-month hiatus. Our
long-time volunteer layout artist, Erin Mahoney, found
she was no longer able to continue. (Having a toddler at
home and a growing career at NASA may explain that.) We
want to give Erin a special thank you for the hundreds and
hundreds of hours she has given to the Heritage League.
We still have the ﬁrm goal to publish the Herald
quarterly, but will have to expand beyond our volunteer
base for production to accomplish this. In the meantime,

Heritage League Herald

we could use your help. If you have story ideas, or better
yet, would like to write an article, please contact Reed
Hammans at rhammans@gmail.com. Also, please share
pictures from your 2008 reunions. You can send digital
photos to the e-mail address above, or prints to Reed at his
home address on the back cover. Thanks for your help and
your patience.
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Welcome to Ketteringham Hall . . . In Dallas !

Milt Veynar’s sign greeting 2ADA reunion participants at the 60th
Reunion in Grand Rapids. Sign post undoubtedly came in handy,
especially directions to the pub. How far to Ketteringham Hall? Time to
add a “1” to that sign!”

The Gaylord Texan Resort and Convention Center becomes Headquarters of the Second Air Division,
as the 61st annual convention of the Second Air Division Association takes place in Dallas, October 17-20,
2008. In conjunction with the convention, the Heritage
League will hold its annual meeting.
Most of your Executive Committee will be present for the combined 2ADA / Heritage League Annual
Meeting in Grapevine. It is quite possible this will be
the last one for our esteemed veteran organization that
launched us as a ‘perpetual’ follow-on, over 20 years ago.
Thus, there is the possibility that we will be ceremonially
‘handed the torch’ and, more practically, be given stewardship of programs that both the Second Air Division
veterans and we, their proud successors, intend to endure. We are heading there ready to assure them of our
readiness and willingness to assume responsibilities consistent with their mission and ours. Before they exercise

their ‘last man out’ option, they should know that we
mean practical matters when we talk about perpetuating
the honor and memory of their service and sacriﬁce!
Our Heritage League Annual Business Meeting
will not be burdened with an election this year because
the new by-laws adopted in 2007 set terms at two years
(see story in this issue). But we have presentations to
make, possible business coming out of 2ADA initiatives
giving us ongoing legacy work, and a welcome opportunity to socialize. We have chosen 3 pm on Sunday
the 19th for our meeting, to encourage any members
who can make the day trip doubly valuable. The Banquet, surely to be the emotional highlight of the entire
convention, follows that evening, and I do hope you
will consider joining us for that much if not the entire
convention!
Preceded by an all-day 2ADA Executive Committee meeting on the 16th, the convention kicks oﬀ
Friday with all-day registration, plenty of opportunities
to renew old friendships and make new ones, and a buffet dinner that evening. Saturday the 2ADA will hold its
annual business meeting, with a luncheon and entertainment. That evening the groups will gather at a buﬀet
and enjoy the evening’s entertainment. Sunday features
optional tours (schedule available at the hotel) and the
evening banquet. (Free tours are also available to Old
Town Grapevine and the Grapevine Mall on all three
days.) A breakfast buﬀet is provided on all three days,
with a cocktail party (cash bar) every evening. Monday
morning oﬀers the chance to say goodbyes at a breakfast
buﬀet.
Registration forms and additional information is
available at the our website: at http://www.heritageleague.org. If you do not have access to the web, see page
20 for registration and contact information.
On the shores of Lake Grapevine and a convenient shuttle ride from DFW airport, the Gaylord Texan
will make an absolutely beautiful setting the reunion.
For more about this stunning resort, see their website at
http://www.gaylordhotels.com/gaylord-texan/.
We are very excited to meet you there and enlist
you in our important and ongoing work!
—Brian Mahoney
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President’s Message
- Brian Mahoney
It is humbling and bracing to throw out what one thinks is an astute remark, only to have it ‘trumped’ by a great intellect.
It is downright refreshing when it happens on a matter that is symbolically potent, and the ‘correcting authority’ is a
hale and hearty member of our favorite generation. To make it more wondrous still, imagine all of this happening in the
context of a gorgeous summer day, riding with a bus full of happy conventioneers to the USAF Academy!
Author, WW II veteran, historian for the 492nd BG and jazz pianist are a few descriptions of Al Blue. He wrote the
seminal ‘Fortunes of War’ in 1967, intrigued by the hard luck bomb group of the 8th, which had been the ﬁrst tenants at
North Pickenham, inherited by his brother’s 491st BG in August 1944 after the original 492nd BG (H) was disbanded.
Al and his wife Laura were seated right behind four of us comparing various national anthems. He overheard me opine
that only one actually ends with a question, two really, which go unanswered and leave us to ponder greatly our organic,
vibrant past, challenging present, and unsecured future:
O, say can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed, at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous ﬁght,
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night, that our ﬂag was still there.
O, say does that star spangled banner yet wave,
O’er the land of the free, and the home of the brave?
“Well, actually, both questions are well answered—in
following verses,” You could have heard a pin drop as Al
went on to give a pretty good rendition of:
On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep,
Where the foe’s haughty host in dread silence reposes,
What is that which the breeze, o’er the towering steep,
As it ﬁtfully blows, half conceals, half discloses?
Now it catches the gleam of the morning’s ﬁrst beam,
In full glory reﬂected now shines in the stream:
‘Tis the star-spangled banner! Oh long may it wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave!
I do not think he attempted the dense, stilted and
unmemorable next verse,
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore
That the havoc of war and the battle’s confusion,
A home and a country should leave us no more!
Their blood has washed out their foul footsteps’ pollution.
No refuge could save the hireling and slave
From the terror of ﬂight, or the gloom of the grave:
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave

O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave!
… or the rousing, rather nice ﬁnale:
Oh! thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand
Between their loved home and the war’s desolation!
Blest with victory and peace, may the heav’n rescued land
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation.
Then conquer we must, when our cause it is just,
And this be our motto: “In God is our trust.”
And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave!
—Francis Scott Key, 1814
Besides making the common verse seem actually singable
in comparison, these virtually unknown stanzas do give
era-speciﬁc aﬃrming answers, and may have won the
young Al Blue a bet or two.
I really favor the way we sing it. We would hardly ever get
to play more than seven innings of the national pastime,
and might provoke renewed unpleasantries with our dear
Brit friends were we to pull any of these verses out of
retirement.
More importantly, the shortened version we all know,
posing questions that easily scale up from the War of
1812 to any era in a perpetually insecure world, have a
power deriving from the open-ended thinking they
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HL Hall of Fame: Honoring Our “Bridges”
It’s a long way from 1945 to 2007.
What accounts for today’s commitment to a group
of men and women who ﬂew or made it possible to ﬂy a B24 from England in defense of freedom those many years
ago? Why would so many people look back now and say,
“These people and this plane are not just part of the fading
past. They belong to today and tomorrow.”?
We submit it is the vision, work, and determination
of those who had the foresight to establish the Second Air
Division Association, the Second Air Division Memorial,
the Friends of the Memorial, and the Heritage League. We
submit that, perhaps even more importantly today, it those
individuals who have welcomed with open arms members
of the second, third, and now even fourth generations.
These are people who carry on the work of guiding and
advising the new folks, people who seem to have twice the
energy we do at half their age.
These are the people who are the bridges between
generations and across time, those whom we are honored
to count as friends and mentors.
From time to time, the Executive Committee
establishes awards to recognize contributions of individuals
whose presence has been indelible and critical to the
Heritage League’s ongoing success. We do not do this often
or lightly.
This past year, the Executive Committee established
the Heritage League Hall of Fame and approved the ﬁrst
two awards with enthusiasm. The proclamations share
common language, detailing the purpose of the award:
The Hall of Fame had been established to call
attention to valuable and unstinting service by
individuals over many years to veteran organizations
of the USAAF 8th Air Force of World War II .
Inductees have practiced the honoring and
remembering which is the core activity of the
League, and moreover have inspired and encouraged
others to serve eﬀectively, with dignity and grace.

Every President of the Heritage League has called
on her for valuable counsel, and has seen in her a shining
example of clarity, integrity, and patriotism. Veterans of the
original 492nd Bomb Group have beneﬁted from decades
of her work as editor, corresponding secretary, and reunion
organizer.
She is the Great Woman behind a Great Man, her
prime inspiration, husband Willis ‘Bill’ Beasley, and she
continues to make him an eﬀective leader.
By example and expertise, Norma, you empower
us to do good, and we are privileged to call you mentor,
guide, and friend.

To Jim and Mary Lorenz
A succession of Second Air Division Association
Presidents have seen ﬁt to appoint the team of 466th
BG veteran Jim Lorenz and his wife Mary as Liaisons to
the Heritage League, and its Presidents and Executive
Committee Members have long been delighted to count
them as voting colleagues, wise counsel, and even as our
strong advocates to our erstwhile ‘parent’ organization.
Their church, The 2ADA, the 466th Bomb Group
Association, and the 8th Air Force Historical Society have
all beneﬁted from their active and informed counsel,
service in oﬃce and on committees, youthful energy and
clear vision.
Lucky and rare is the organization that has the
participation of even a single person of their calibre, and to
have a ‘veteran couple’ with us ‘at the table’ is an especially
prized beneﬁt. Their resolve and humor make the diﬃcult
parts endurable, and the smooth parts a joy.
In the Lorenz’s we have a reminder of everything
we admire about our favorite generation, and committed,
loyal friends.

With pride and gratitude, we introduce the
Heritage League Hall of Fame Class of 2007:

To Norma Beasley
Until recently, for many years Norma has worn
myriad hats in service to several Presidents and the Executive
Committee of the Second Air Division Association.
The titles Parliamentarian, Director of Correspondence
Services, and Assistant to the Secretary only begin to hint
at the thousands of donated hours and too-dryly suggest
her extremely high professionalism.

Mary and Jim Lorenz (466th BG pilot), long-serving Representatives to the
Heritage League from the 2ADA and cherished members of our Executive
Committee, were surprised with their induction into the Heritage League
Hall of Fame
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Veterans and Remembrance Days
Poppies Over Hardwick
Maurice Hammond’s Auster, piloted by Dave Evans, with Leah Hammond on the poppies, performs
an Armistice Day poppy drop over the 93rd BG Memorial at Hardwick.
Colin Mann reports, “Each year on the 11th minute of the 11th day of the 11th month, we drop eight
hundred poppies over the memorial stone at Hardwick to remember the men who never made it home. We
shall not forget.”

Photo courtesy of Colin Mann

Photos, unless otherwise indicated, and first part of caption from Norman Feltwell (www.95thbg-horham.com) via Mark Brotherton.
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By Pete O’Tube, Expert
Mr. O’Tube:
I was recently having a conversation with
a veteran, and he said that while he was with the
467th Bomb Group, he was sent to Liverpool to take
training on something called a formation stick. We
moved on to other subjects, and I did not ask him
what a formation stick is. Can you provide a some
information, please?
Stuck on this stick,
A. LaRonn
Dear “Stuck”,
According to the C-51 autopilot manual,
“The formation stick permits the pilot or copilot
to maneuver an airplane quickly through using the
autopilot. It gives him, with minimum physical
effort, the additional control of the airplane
necessary for formation flying.”
Or maybe not.
The formation stick appears to be one of
those ideas that sounds much better on paper than
it turned out in practice. To learn more about the
THEORY of the formation stick, take a look at the
page from the C-51 autopilot manual, used with the
kind permission of Mike Voisin, curator of the World
War II Army Air Forces Collection.
I also put your question to the members of
the ArmyAirForces.com forums, and learned a little
more.
Steve Garrison writes: “My Dad (483rd BG) used
the formation stick some but did not care for it.
There was an arm rest behind it so the pilot could
just use his wrist to fly. Though it was coupled
to the autopilot, it did not provide coordinated
flight. In tight formation, you want to skid left
and right, not bank.”
James S. Peters, Sr., 27-mission flight
engineer with the 99th BG, said, “ I flew a mission
or two with the Formation stick installed.
“It was installed on my Bomb Group’s B-17s in
the 15th AAF, but after two weeks was removed.....I
understood at the time, that our pilots did not trust
the autopilot that much, for close formation flying...
my Bomb Group pilots flew VERY CLOSE formation.”
Robert H. Dodd, 459th Bomb Group echoed the
above sentiment: “My experiences parallels the other
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two. I had one airplane with the formation stick in
it, I believe the one I flew over in. I tried it a
little, but concluded it was not sensitive enough
for formation flying. I don’t remember ever having
one in a plane I flew in combat.”
I’ve heard at least one report that a pilot,
possibly in the 388th BG, was trying to learn how to
use the formation stick before going overseas. He
had it engaged at about 1,000 feet, when the plane
pitched violently and about flew straight into the
ground!
Jim Peters adds that the idea became
more dependable as computer-aided flight became more
sophisticated, noting that the formation stick “was
very similar to the control in the current Airbus
series of airliners.”
That’s a good thing for all us airline
passengers. ‘Course, they don’t fly Airbuses in
formation very often.
Dear Pete,
I am engaged to be married soon to a wonderful
man, but just learned some disturbing information.
Last night he confessed that there is “another
plane”. Yes—the B-17 has stolen his heart.
My closest friends all belong to the 2ADA,
and my little sister is even a junior member of the
Heritage League. They are all advising me to call
off the wedding. I feel just sick about this. What
should I do?
Heartbroken in Hoboken,The future(?) Mrs. Wing
Dear maybe Mrs. Wing,
Don’t panic! Many professionals think that
mixed-plane marriages cannot work. I am not one of
them. The B-17 did have things a bit backwards—two
wings and one tail—but it did have four engines.
The B-24 could fly higher, further, and faster with
a bigger bomb load, but the B-17 shared the concept
of bomb bay doors, albeit without the B-24’s safety
feature of being able to drop its bombs THROUGH
those doors.
I would counsel patience. You should try to
find out the source of your fiance’s problem. He’s
probably nothing more than a victim of exposure—
over- in the case of the B-17 and under- in the case
of the B-24.
Feel him out a bit. Would he agree, for
example, to name your first son “Davis”? How about
naming a daughter “Libby”? If he’s resistant to this
idea, he may be a tad to attached for you to remain
attached. And look for warning signs. If he grows a
goatee, for example, that’s a clear indication of
over-identification with the chin turret, and you
should follow your friends advice.
Yours in sympathy, Pete
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http://WebpagesWeWike.htm/Siwwy_Wabbit

This issue we’ll revisit some old friends and introduce some newer noteworthy sites and developments.
389th Bomb Group at http://www.389thbg.net/
The Sky Scorpions have an active site, with new squadron
timelines and an updated aircraft list. Of special note is
the availability of the unit history “389th Bombardment
Group – A Pictorial Review of Operations in the ETO”,
also known as “the blue book”, on searchable CDROM. Up-to-date contact information is available on
the website, so check them out.
453rd Bomb Group at http://www.453rd.com/
The inhabitants of virtual Old Buckenham have
exciting news. They are planning on making two hardto-ﬁnd histories available in downloadable PDF format.
The unit history The Liberator Men of Old Buc is
available on the site now, with a second book, In Search
of Peace, to follow.
Andy Low, editor of Liberator Men, attempted
to reproduce the 453rd’s history as expressed directly
in oﬃcial documents stored in the archives. In Search
of Peace “is dedicated to a group of very special men
who, as young Americans, inherited a time of history
that plunged the world into Global War.” Noting that
memory draws them back to the places they served,
the preface concludes, “And while their longevity still
permits, and for their very own private reasons, they
return to those very special places, in search of a VERY
SPECIAL KIND OF PEACE.”
If you would like to be notiﬁed when In Search
of Peace is available, e-mail webmaster@453rd.com,
with “notify_me” in the subject line.
Neither of these books appears to be available
anywhere at any price. A HUGE thanks to the 453rd for
undertaking this project.
World War II Army Air Forces Collection at http://
aafcollection.info/
This site provides a growing collection of
World War II AAF documents in PDF format. With
everything from complete manuals to post cards and base
newsletters, it oﬀers a fascinating glimpse into military

aviation history. For the techie, there is unprecedented
access to the equipment and techniques of our airmen
during the Second World War. Be sure to check out
the links on the Bombardier’s Information File and the
Navigator’s Information ﬁle. (You can see a sample page
in this issue’s “Pitch It to Pete” feature.) A short review
cannot come close to doing this site justice, so visit it
soon.
There IS one problem: Both the B-29 and B-17
are represented on the site, but nothing speciﬁc to the B24. So if one of our readers has or knows someone who
has any of the old manuals, I’m sure the Collection’s
curator, Mike Voisin would appreciate receiving some
ﬁles.
You Tube at http://www.youtube.com/
Yes, You Tube. It’s not just for gooﬁness,
politicians, or music videos anymore. From the
homepage, type B-24 into the search engine and be
treated to clips such as :
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSy4Qlug6T4,
“Flight Aboard a B-24”, featuring 10+ minutes of video
of the Collings Foundation “Witchcraft”.
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= FENnZKNXsFQ,
“B-24’s in action”, a 9-minute compilation of WWII
newsreel footage featuring the Liberator.
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIKQ0xBFgls, “A
Liberator Aircraft Tribute”, an edited 15 minutes of
ﬁlm found in someone’s garage, from manufacturing
to graveyard.
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEBvnR26Nl0,
“B-24 Bomber Inspector Interview”, a nearly 15minute recorded telephone interview with someone
who worked at Willow Run. Not much video, just the
interviewers pen, pad, and paper, but a great interview!
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAIvRxg55Ok&
feature=related, “B-24 Liberator Bomber Restoration
in Process”, 5+ minutes of video and sound of
the restoration of an B-24J in Werribee, Victoria,
Australia.
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Goodbye, Mr. Hills
The Summer, 1994, “Journal” cover story led with
the headline “THE NORWICH DISASTER”.
Under the by-line of David Hastings, Vice
Chairman of the Board of Governors, the article began:
“It is Monday, August 1st, 1994, and we are shaken to hear
a news ﬂash on the local radio at 7:20 AM that there is a
very serious ﬁre in the centre of Norwich. We can already
see the huge pall of black smoke hanging over the city.
A few minutes later the next news bulletin states that it
is the Norwich Central Library which is on ﬁre, and we
cannot believe what is happening.” The article continued
with a description of the day and the destruction of the
library and 2nd Air Division USAAF Memorial, including
the memorable line: “But already there is another feeling
of grim determination that WE WILL REBUILD the
memorial.”
Fast forward to the “Journal”, Spring of 1997.
“Hello from Norwich”, by the Linda Berube, new 2ADA/
Fulbright American Trust Librarian: “The new Trust
Librarian, Derek Hills, and I have established an excellent
working relationship. Derek is happy to return to his
roots in East Anglia and especially to join the Second Air
Division team, after twenty years of public library service
in London.”
Then, from Summer, 1997: “Derek Hills is the
new Trust Librarian, selected after Phylis DuBois resigned
last August 31st.” And again, in Fall, 1997, with the
excited announcement of a ₤32 million grant to rebuild
the library, second from the right in a small group picture,
“Derek Hills, Trust Librarian.”
Throughout the past ten plus years, Derek has
been the constant at the Memorial Library as the Trust
Librarian. Through all of the visits by veterans and the
array of Fulbright Scholars at the Library, he has been a
stabilizing and nurturing force in bringing the Library to
where it stands today.
At the November 2007, Board of Governors
meeting, Vicki Warning presented Derek, in advance of
his retirement with a certiﬁcate of appreciation from the
Heritage League. The text read as follows:
Assuming his leadership when the Memorial
Library had been burned out and awaited its
glorious new home, in a time when staﬀ, governors,
supporters and patrons alike struggled to keep a
dream alive, he steadily operated a ﬁne program

Derek Hills, Trust Librarian, receiving a Certificate of Appreciation from
Vicki Warning on behalf of the Heritage League. The certificate was read
and presented during the luncheon at Brasted Barns following the Annual
General Meeting of the Board of Governors of The Memorial Trust of the
2nd Air Division USAAF in Norwich, England. In the background is David
Gurney, Vice-Chairman of the Memorial Trust.

under improvised conditions.
By welcoming the 2nd Air Division veteran,
his relative, and scholars of the “Yankee Invasion”
of East Anglia during WW II, he has been a great
embassador for a unique living memorial, and
engendered goodwill and strong support for the
institution. By his personal mien and professional
comportment, he has retained a staﬀ whose excellence
and dedication so well suit their very special mission.
He has eﬀectively integrated the contributions of
Fulbright American Librarians into a program
which honors service and remembers sacriﬁce, and
perpetuates friendship between two great freedomloving nations.
Derek’s stewardship must surely be appreciated
by his successor, Libby Morgan. We look forward to
meeting Libby and her husband Stephen at the Second
Air Division Association convention in Grapevine.
As part of her duties, Libby was recently part
of a panel who interviewed for a new American visiting
librarian. Meghan Purvis has assumed this role, vacant
since the departure of Glenn Gray last year. Meghan hails
from California, where she is a PhD student. She is no
stranger to England, however, having taught school in
Norwich! More on Libby and Meghan in future issues.
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Rhode Island Canuck continued from page one

Godfrey in front of the 336 squadron scoreboard. Of note: “Little
Rhodie” over his right front pocket is the nickname of his home state. The
whistle on his collar was for signaling rescue crews in case of ditching in the
Channel. (courtesy Bruce Zigler)

in August 1942. He was now a pilot in the RCAF with
the rank of Flying Sergeant. Arriving in England he was
promoted to Pilot Oﬃcer, then transferred to the 57th
OTU (operational training unit) and promoted to second
lieutenant. Finally in September 1943 John received orders
posting him to Station 356 and the 4th Fighter Group,
located just outside the village of Debden in Essex.
He ﬂew his ﬁrst mission on September 27 as a
wingman to Captain Don Gentile, a role for which he would
later come to national prominence. Soon he was a regular on
operations, and at the end of November had earned the right
to be assigned his own personal aircraft. The engine cowling
of his P-47D Thunderbolt (coded VF-P, serial 42-7884) was
quickly decorated with the image of his pet pooch Lucky
hanging in a gold horseshoe. In white letters just forward
and below the windscreen, his ﬁghter’s name bore silent
testimony to his personal mission: Reggie’s Reply.

On December 1st, he would shoot down his ﬁrst
enemy aircraft, an ME-109. On the 23rd, he would down
a second and share a third with Vasseure ‘Georgia’ Wynn.
There was a lull in scoring opportunities after that, but the
conﬂuence of three events would lead John and 4th Fighter
Group as a whole to the top of the 8th Fighter Command.
First, General Jimmy Doolittle assumed command of the
8th Air Force and instituted a policy that freed ﬁghters from
sticking exclusively with the bombers for the entire mission.
They would be free to roam and hunt upon completion
of their escort duties. Second, Lt. Colonel Don Blakeslee
assumed command of the Fourth ﬁghter group, infusing new
life into the most experienced group in Europe. Blakeslee
was determined to take the ﬁght to the enemy and needed
an aggressive cadre of pilots to do it. Finally, the arrival of
the P-51 Mustang gave the group a ﬁghter that could ﬁght
the Luftwaﬀe from the deck to 30,000 feet all the way to
Berlin and back.
Godfrey ﬂew the ﬁrst mission with his new Mustang
on February 28th with a scant 40 minutes of ﬂight time in
the new war bird. On March 6th he downed his ﬁrst aircraft
with the Mustang. On March 8th he ﬂew perhaps his most
famous mission in the war, an escort mission to the Erkner
ball bearing works on the outskirts of Berlin. Due to the
high number of aborts (for all its fame, the P-51B had a
myriad of mechanical troubles when ﬁrst introduced into
combat) Godfrey was forced to team up with Gentile, the
only other member of the squadron left.
The two rushed headlong into a mass of Luftwaﬀe
ﬁghters preparing to attack the bomber stream and combined
to destroy six ME-109’s. From this mission a legend was born.
Gentile would shoot down three with Godfrey providing
cover, while Johnny got two with Don protecting him. A
sixth was shared between the two when Godfrey ran out of
ammunition while ﬁring at his third target. Gentile ﬁnished
him oﬀ. John became an ace this day, and was awarded the
Silver Star for his actions.
Godfrey’s score steadily increased, adding 4.33 more
kills before month’s end. April brought further success and a
new Mustang. On the 6th, his P-51B (coded VF-P, serial 436765) was damaged during a training mission while being
ﬂown by another pilot. It never ﬂew again for the Fourth.
This aircraft never bore the name Reggie’s Reply, though it
was decorated with a red and white checkerboard beneath
the exhaust stacks to match the markings on Gentile’s famous
“Shangri La.” Below the windscreen on the port side were
11 white crosses representing Johnny’s tally to that time.
On April 22nd, Godfrey celebrated his ﬁrst ﬂight
in his new Mustang (VF-P, 42-106730) by downing three
German ﬁghters. The new P-51 bore the name Reggie’s
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Reply in red letters above the exhaust stacks on both sides of
the nose; two rows of white crosses on a black ﬁeld (which
ultimately reached 20 in number) were painted on the port
side beneath the windscreen. The red and white checkerboard
was repeated, this time with a red arrow extending aft on
each side. Godfrey would add another on the 24th, but his
new mount’s operational career was to be short-lived. On
April 26th, while being ﬂown by another pilot, the plane
crashed during take oﬀ from a forward base and written oﬀ.
John would never have another Mustang of his own.
John’s ﬁrst tour of duty with the Fourth Fighter Group
ended after he downed an ME-109 on May 1st. Promoted
to captain, he was sent to meet up with Don Gentile and
proceed home on a series of war bond rallies. The Air Force
used this opportunity to have the two men extol the virtues
of teamwork in aerial combat. Gentile, the ﬁrst to surpass
Eddie Rickenbacker’s total of 26 enemy aircraft was feted as
the quintessential ﬁghter pilot, Godfrey the dutiful and ever
present wingman protecting his leader at all costs. While
the two “ate it up” according to Godfrey, the truth was he
hadn’t ﬂown as Gentile’s wingman for months, other than
when operational situations such as mission aborts dictated
it. Godfrey reckoned he had ﬂown with Gentile for no more
than 10 of his kills.
Despite the public adulation, Johnny longed to get
back into action. He managed to wrangle (through back
channels) another tour of duty with his old outﬁt. (Gentile
permanently exiled in the States because of a self-induced
crash landing returning from his last mission, would never
again see combat. Godfrey would ultimately destroy more
aircraft than his former mentor.) He returned to Debden
in late July and resumed operations on the 31st. On August
5th he would shoot down one aircraft and destroy three
more on the ground. For good measure he destroyed eight
locomotives.
On August 6th he would shoot down an ME-410,
his last victory of the war. While straﬁng an airﬁeld on
the eastern outskirts of Berlin his Mustang was hit in the
engine and began leaking glycol, an engine coolant. With
the engine temperature climbing, Johnny ejected the canopy
and was preparing to bail out when Fred Glover, a fellow
336 squadron old-timer like John, talked him back into
the plane. By injecting raw fuel into the cylinders with the
primer pump, he could keep his engine temperature down
and remain airborne. With an open cockpit, Godfrey ﬂew
the 2+ hours back to Debden depressing the primer handle
every few seconds. He landed at an advanced ﬁeld in Beccles
with a raw hand and a fuel tank with a scant six gallons
remaining. He had dodged a bullet, but his luck was soon
to run out.
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Johnny and his dog Lucky on the wing of his first P-51B Mustang. This
photo was taken in the final days of March 1944, and at this time he
had eleven kills to his credit. (courtesy Bruce Zigler)

On August 24th, Godfrey led his section down to
strafe an airﬁeld near Nordhausen. Through four passes,
John had destroyed 4 JU-52 transports when his ﬁghter
(P-51D coded VF-M, serial 44-13412) was struck by ﬁre.
Despite the damage John made an additional three passes
before the engine gave out and he belly-landed in a ﬁeld
beyond the German base. He managed to evade for a day
before being captured and sent to Stalag Luft III.
After two unsuccessful attempts, Godfrey made
good on his third escape attempt, reaching American lines
just before the end of the war. Upon returning to Debden,
he learned through watching gun camera ﬁlm that he was
downed accidentally by his wingman, who ﬂew too close to
Godfrey during their straﬁng runs. For a man who gained
fame by being the ultimate wingman, the irony of being
shot down by his own was not lost on John. Godfrey’s ﬁnal
continued on page 19
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Photo Gallery

Bob Suckow leads the nearly 80 guests at the Iowa 8th AFHS reunion
in a rousing rendition of the Air Force song, “U.S. Air Force”. In the
afternoon, Bob held a special showing of the Dzenowagis family’s
Kassel Mission documentary “Pride of the Nation”. (See the excellent
website http://www.kasselmission.com/ for additional information.) In
the background is Iowa Chapter President Charles Taylor, author of the
Turner published, Iowans of the Mighty Eighth.

Past 2ADA President Alan Senior (446th BG) and his wife Joyce, at the
murder mystery dinner theater during the 492nd BG reunion in Colorado
Springs.

Wonderful friend John Gilbert receives a surprise recognition at the HL
general meeting in Kalamazoo. (See article.)

2ADA members, on left, Milo Noble (Nose Turret Gunner with the 466th
BG) and wife Alice, with Bob and Mary Suckow, who are also Heritage
League members.

445th veteran and POW Ira Weinstein always manges to hold listeners
spellbound, often laughing hard too. Our own Ed Zobac is seen in
background at the Kassel Mission Historical Society’s hospitality room.
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George Worthington, 492nd Swedish internee, and Laura Blue, wife of
historian Al Blue, in front of little friend P-51 Mustang and littler friend
P-26 Peashooter. Photo taken at B-24 sculptor Robert Henderson’s
Colorado studio.

Rick Sharpe, friend of the Heritage League, sets up the HL display at
the Iowa 8th AFHS society annual reunion. Backbone of the layout is a
laptop computer with a “slide-show-like” presentation with the websites
of all 8th Air Force groups and many related sites. For the second year,
there was a great deal of interest in the display, and we were busy
all day. The night before, Rick and Reed crashed the whole program
and had to re-create it with its 72 links! (On the laptop screen is the
homepage on the 446th BG’s website.)

445th BG guys relax in Grand Rapids. Left to Right: Good buddies Ed
Roloff and Rowe (Doc) Bowen, long-time 2ADA “Journal” editor Ray
Pytel, and Bob Suckow.
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Admiring the B-24 at the Air Force Academy’s Honor Court. Alan
Senior stands at the base of the statue, with the co-webmaster of the
492nd BG’s superlative website, Dave Arnett, on his left. To Dave’s
left are Bob Cash, 492nd BG R/O and POW, and recently elected
President of the “Happy Warriors”. To Bob’s left, fashionably attired in
blue B-24 Hawaiian shirt and red cap of the 492nd, Howard Heckmann.
Henderson’s P-51 and B-29 are in the background. Cadets are
required to know the specifications and other details of every warbird
in the Court.

Next Gen’s Aaron Elson, (445th BG) and Joe Dzenowagis, Jr. (467th
BG) held spellbound by racontuer Ira’s vivid stories of his POW
experience in the KMHS room. Aaron and Joe both serve onthe
KMHS’s Board.

445th son, Webmaster and researcher Mike Simpson enjoying great
company in 445th/Kassel Mission Historical Society’s suite. (Thank you,
Linda Alice Dewey!)
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Happy Birthday to Our Mascot
Petula Clark will celebrate her 76th birthday on November 15. As a child, she
entertained troops across England during the Second World War, and often sang at the
Rainbow Corner Red Cross Club in London. According to the August, 1976, “8th Air Force
News”, she was oﬃcially adopted as mascot of the Eighth Air Force near the end of the war.
In a 1976 interview, she said, “They [Americans] brought over sunshine, candy bars,
bananas, and more... They also gave out friendliness and warmth—especially to us children.
Their carefree happiness infected us, too, chasing away our gloom.”
Best known for a string of pop hits in the ‘60s, such as “Downtown”, “I Know a
Place”, and “Don’t Sleep in the Subway”, her career has spanned 7 decades and many styles of
music. She has recorded not only in English, but has a signiﬁcant body of work in French, German, and Italian.

Our British Brother...
At the Eighth Air Force Historical Society’s reunion in Kalamazoo, the Heritage League recognized one of
our British brothers who has contributed in many ways to preserving the memory of the Second Air Division, with
a certiﬁcate of appreciation:
“The Executive Committee of the Heritage League wishes to acknowledge the selﬂess work and initiative of
our British friend, John Gilbert. His own service as a Staﬀ Sergeant in the Royal Anglian Regiment (continuing
to this day as a Reservist), his volunteering with the American Fulbright Scholar of the Second Air Division
Memorial Library on school outreach and his laying of wreaths in our behalf at D-Day ceremonies in Normandy
each June 6th, are all inspired by his boyhood memories of England at war, and his boyhood heroes in the 392nd
Bomb Group at Wendling.” (Presented July 20, 2007, Kalamazoo, Michigan.)
Kelsey MacMillan, jack-of-all-trades for the 389th Bomb Group, met John at the 2ADA convention in
D.C. in October of 2006. She adds, ““His passion for 392nd Bomb Group history and his appreciation for all
2AD veterans glow like lighthouse beacons in his eyes when he talks. He is generous in sharing information and
photographs, and seems to enjoy opportunities to collaborate with other historians. He is thorough, professional,
and gentlemanly; but also light-hearted and great fun.”

Flight Delay
A certain Nash Ruddin was ﬂying back to the
States from England, when the pilot came over the
intercom: “Attention, passengers. Our left outboard
engine has developed a problem, and we’ve had to shut
it down. Don’t worry. We can easily ﬂy this plane on
three engines. We will be slowed down, however, and
will arrive in New York about 2 hours late.”
Mr. Ruddin turned to his seatmate and said,
“My layover is only a little more than 2 hours. I hope I
can still make my connecting ﬂight.”
A short time later, the pilot came back on the
intercom and said, “Ladies and gentleman, we have lost

a second engine. Fortunately, it’s on the left side of the
plane. We can safely make it to New York, but will now
be delayed 4 hours.”
Mr. Ruddin put his head in his hands and said,
“Well, there goes my connecting ﬂight.”
About an hour later, the pilot was again on the
intercom. “We have now lost a third engine. We will
have to make some fuel transfers, but we will be able
to ﬂy the plane on the last engine. It will slow us down
tremendously, and we now expect to be 6 hours late.”
Mr. Ruddin again turned to his seatmate, “Now
6 hours late!,” he said, “If we lose that fourth engine,
we’ll be up here all day!”
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David & The Mighty 8th
By: Marjorie Hodgson Parker
Illustrated by Mark Postlethwaite
Bright Sky Press, Albany, Texas
ISBN 13:978-1-931721-93-6
ISBN 10:1-931721-93-9
Hardback 176 pages
Includes timeline, maps, and pencil illustrations
Ages 8-14 (but for us adults, too!)
Available from the publisher at brightskypress.com or 1-866-933-6133
or through Amazon.com

Reviewed by Kelsey MacMillan
From the publisher:
A young British boy, David Freeman, is caught in
the cruelty of World War II from the time he’s 10 until
he’s 15 years old. Evacuated from his war-torn London
home during the Blitz, devastated by the news that his
father, a Royal Air Force pilot, is missing in action, and
determined to become a man, David seeks what it takes
to have courage.
Based on a true story, this historical ﬁction recounts David’s adventures and the forging of his friendship with an American pilot, “Tex,” and his crew. The
friendly airmen with the United States’ Eighth Air Force,
“The Mighty Eighth,” give David hope when Hitler’s Nazis seem unstoppable, and Tex permanently inﬂuences
David’s life.
Living on his grandparents’ farm in East Anglia,
where he and his sister have been sent for protection, David struggles with the grief and hard life of wartime, while
striving to win the respect of his strict grandfather.
This coming-of-age account teaches that despite
the horrors of war, something good can be created from
the worst of times. David & the Mighty Eighth conﬁrms
the importance of faith, family, and freedom and is a testimony to the resilience of the human spirit.

From the 389th NEWS editor:
Having wished for many years for an anthology
of stories about the “aeroplane mad” Brit boys of WWII
and their families who befriended our 8th Air Force men,
I was very excited when I learned this book was being
written. I had very high expectations for David & the
Mighty Eighth, and I’m happy to say the author did not
disappoint. My only letdown came when I turned over
the ﬁnal page and had no more to read.
The story is told through the ﬁctitious character
David Freeman, who is a composite of David Hastings
and the late Roger Freeman, both of whom as children
and as adults, enjoyed that wonderful Anglo-American
bond with friends from the 8th Air Force. Although a few
of the character David’s experiences are ﬁctitious, most of
the story’s happenings are drawn from the lives of Hastings
and Freeman as well as several others who were children
in England during WWII.
Roger Freeman, venerable historian of the Eighth
Air Force, authored more than 60 books and originated
the term “Mighty Eighth” to describe the greatest U.S.
Air Force unit in history. Freeman and Hastings served
together as Governors of the 2nd Air Division Memorial
Trust in Norwich. Hastings, who was awarded the Order
of the British Empire in 2003, has served on the Board of
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Governors for 28 years and is a past Chairman. He also received the Federation Aeronautique International Tissandier
Diploma for ﬂying in 2004.
David & the Mighty Eighth is Parker’s fourth book for young readers, and came about as something of a
command performance by historians of the 8th AF Museum. Parker’s mother Marion Stegeman Hodgson was a WASP
pilot and author of the highly rated Winning My Wings: A Woman Airforce Service Pilot in World War II.
WWII veterans and everyone dedicated to honoring them and the values of their generation will delight in
buying this book for the young people in their lives. It is sure to spark the curiosity of many, and inspire learning
about the 8th Air Force and what it was like for those who lived during the war. Parker shows them where to start with
primers and website addresses for the Mighty Eighth Air Force Museum, the 2nd Air Division Memorial Library, and
the Imperial War Museum. The book also includes a glossary of terms and a simple timeline of WWII.
David & the Mighty Eighth is a wonderfully nostalgic treat for the veteran and insight for those who wondered
what the war was like for families in England. For me, the child of an 8th AF veteran, it is a glimpse at life as my father
lived it, so far removed from the man I knew. It is also a source of pride in all the goodwill ambassadors of the 8th. I
like to believe that my dad, too, may have made deep and tender impressions on some Brit children.
For the younger generations, David & the Mighty Eighth is an open door to a world so intriguing they will be
compelled to enter and ask, “Hey, what was this all about?” And well they need to know.

Masters of the Air: America’s Bomber Boys Who Fought the Air War Against Germany
Donald L. Miller
671 pages, with photos, index, and bibliography
Simon & Schuster, New York, 2006
ISBN-13: 978-0-7432-3544-0

Reviewed by Reed Hammans
There have been hundred of books written about
the Eighth Air Force, so to tackle a new comprehensive
history of the Eighth takes a lot of nerve, knowledge, and
research ability. Donald S. Miller, apparently has plenty of
all three.
Masters of the Air is to my knowledge the ﬁrst startto-ﬁnish history of the Mighty Eighth to be published in
some time. Miller has put enough information between
the covers to interest not only the novice, but those who
have read many books on the Eighth.
Miller wisely starts the book with a look at some
of the memorable characters of the 100th Bomb Group.
By focusing on a few individuals, he shows that, above
all, the men of the Eighth were real people, not faceless
soldiers of a dry history. First-person narratives are
interspersed throughout—just enough to keep this lesson
in the forefront—but the focus of the book varies from
the typical history. In a sense, the historical narrative,
both personal and strategic, forms the backdrop to issues

that aren’t covered so often or so well.
The great events are here, as well as sketches of the
personalities who developed and implemented American
strategic bomber theory. Mitchell, Arnold, Spaatz, and
Eaker are covered early in the book as the “Bomber Maﬁa”.
The timeline of milestones is interwoven throughout, as
well, from the ﬁrst tentative raids, to Operation Argument
in the grim fall of 1943, on to Big Week, D-Day, Crossbow
and Clarion.
Along the way, however, Miller skillfully tells other
aspects of the European airwar. Drawing extensively from
period medical and psychiatric studies, he has written
what may be one of the best descriptions ever of the toll of
aerial combat on those who fought it. Similarly, he devotes
unusual space in such a broad history to those who were
shot down and either evaded or became POW’s. One
entire chapter, “Prisoners of the Swiss”, tells the horrifying
story of Wauwilermoos Prison through the eyes of Daniel
Culler, internee of the 44th BG, and is critical not only of
the Swiss, but also the American military attache in Bern,
Brig. Gen. B. R. Legge. (More on this in a future issue of
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the “Herald”.)
Another chapter, “The Wire”. is a major eﬀort at telling the POWs’ stories as an integral part of the Eighth’s
story itself. Lou Loevsky of the 466th BG plays a prominent role in this account. (Dick Baynes, also of the 466th is
featured elsewhere in the book.) Life in the camps is clearly grim, but also surprising at times. For example, at some
camps, taking advantage of the educational backgrounds of many POW’s, classes were organized, at least some of
which were granted as college credit at American universities after the war.
In many respects, the strength of the book lies with the above factors, but surprisingly, it gets better and better
as it goes on. The period from January, 1945, to the post-war strategic bombing studies are covered in detail, with
obvious care taken in the research of this potentially controversial period. This is one of the few books to cover the
“moral” aspects of strategic bombing in a balanced way. Miller shows clearly what went into the decisions and in a
sympathetic, but unsentimental way, shows the eﬀects of the war’s waning months on those who bombed and those
who were bombed. Once again, Miller has taken subjects usually reserved for more speciﬁc studies and has given a
sweeping portrait of parts of the war often overlooked in general histories.
Roger Freeman’s The Mighty Eighth is still THE deﬁnitive book on the Eighth Air Force, but “Masters” is
masterful. Miller has written a monumental work, demonstrating his respect for the subject throughout. Those who
are well-read on the Eighth will ﬁnd much to learn, and more than a few surprises, especially in the sections highlighted
in this review. Those who are less familiar will be treated to an overview of many of the major personalities, units, and
events that led to the appellation “Mighty Eighth”—with a massive bibliography listing enough references to provide
reading for many years to come.
Masters of the Air is available in hardback and in a recently released softcover edition. Amazingly, it is also
available on Amazon (where it received an average review of 4½ stars in an astounding 41 reviews!) in a Kindle edition,
Amazon’s new electronic reading device.

Great American Fighter Pilots of World War II
Robert D. Loomis
Random House, New York, 1961

Reviewed by Reed Hammans
During the 1950’s and 1960’s, Random House
published a series of American history books under the
rubric of Landmark Books. Number 96 (!) in the series
was Great American Fighter Pilots of World War II.
The author, longtime Random House executive editor
Robert Loomis, is a pilot himself, and has been referred
to by the New York Times as “one of publishing’s hall of
fame editors.”
Great American Fighter Pilots coveres the
sweep of all theaters of the Second World War, from
the Pacific and China to North Africa and, our area
of special interest, Europe. The pilots of two Second
Air Division fighter groups, the 4th and the 56th figure
prominently throughout.

Receiving this book for Christmas in 1964, this
is where I ﬁrst learned of men like Don Blakeslee, Hub
Zemke, Robert S. Johnson, Don Gentile, Francis Gabreski,
and, of course, the dashing Johnny Godfrey. (Not to
mention Dick Bong, Joe Foss, and Pappy Boyington.)
Focusing on the pilots and their exploits, the
author nonetheless provides a servicable history of the
Second World War in the air. Operation Torch, the
Cactus Air Force, and the Marianas Turkey Shoot receive
their due, as does the arrival of the Eighth in Europe.
Loomis even catches the modiﬁcation of the Eighth’s
ﬁghter’s role of escort to straﬁng in a chapter entitled
“Down on the Deck”.
Loomis also captures the competition for top
scorers in the ETO between the 4th and the 56th Fighter
Groups, a competitiion that did not end for one 4th FG
pilot, even after he was shot down:
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Captain Kendall “Swede” Carlson wouldn’t quit even when his Mustang crashed
after straﬁng an airdrome. “Hey, Mac,” he radioed to Major Pierce McKennon who was
leading the group, “get those 109’s! Get ‘em!”
“I don’t see them,” McKennon called back. “What’s your altitude?”
“Altitude!” yelled the excited Carlson, “I haven’t got any altitude. I’m on the
ground!” Then the Swede stood up in his cockpit and proceeded to direct the rest of the
group as they strafed Me-109’s trying to land nearby.
The Landmark series was aimed at young people 9-15 years old, but in re-reading this book, I still found it
enjoyable as an adult. At the time of this writing, 31 copies were available on abebooks.com, all at very reasonable prices.

Rhode Island Canuck continued from page 12
tally stood at 30 enemy aircraft destroyed. (16.33 in aerial
combat, 13.67 in ground attacks)
Upon returning to Rhode Island after the war,
Godfrey would ﬁnd success in both his personal and
professional lives. He married into a prominent lace
manufacturing family, and learned the business well enough
to branch out on his own after a short time while still
remaining fully involved with the family business. He was
elected a state senator as a Republican in 1952, and garnered
enough support for the party to consider him as a potential
gubernatorial candidate after another term in oﬃce. But
political life wasn’t for John.
In 1954 he sold his own assets and his shares in his
in-law’s business and moved his family (now with two sons
of his own) to South Freeport, Maine where he opened a
small lace mill. In the autumn of 1956, after months of
slowly worsening symptoms, Godfrey sought treatment
with his doctor. Referred to a specialist, he was diagnosed
with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), also known as Lou
Gehrig’s disease, and given 20 months to live. He sought
treatment both home and abroad to no eﬀect. John used his
remaining days to dictate his life story. His book, The Look
of Eagles, was published posthumously. Surrounded by his
family, John Godfrey passed away at the age of 36 on June
12, 1958.
Capt. Godfrey with Lt. Fred Glover discussing the mission of 06 August
1944. Godfrey’s right hand is sporting a bandage from the wound received
by continuously pumping his primer handle for over two hours. Glover would
later rise to the rank of major and command of 336 squadron. (courtesy
Bruce Zigler)
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From the Past: The Second Air Division “Journal”
For years, the 2ADA has issued a ﬁne publication, but few of us have seen all or even many of the issues.
With this issue of the “Herald”, we begin reprinting articles from the Second Air Division Association “Journal”.
This issue’s contribution comes from Summer, 1995, issue. Gene Hartley was authoring the “389th Green
Dragon Flares” column, After reminding readers that the Green Dragon was the formation ship for the 389th, he
wrote, “With recognition to the many varied authors and the myriad of diﬀerent versions found in diﬀerent theaters
of war, I oﬀer this version, sung to the tune of “When Johnny Comes Marching Home.”
A mission tomorrow at dawn for us, hurray, hurray,
They’ll notify next of kin for us, hurray, hurray,
With the thirty missions we have to ﬂy,
The odds are that we shall bail out or die,
And we’ll all ﬂy on in the Second Division Way.

The B-24’s are here to stay, hurray, hurray,
They plaster them in the Yankee way, hurray, hurray,
She’s short and chunky, a queer looking hack,
But she’ll take you out and she’ll bring you back,
And we’ll all ﬂy on in the Second Division Way.

A mixer of concrete should never grow wings,
hurray, hurray,
A B-24 is one of those things, hurray, hurray,
It ﬂoats through the air with the greatest of ease,
Just like an egg beater batting the breeze,
And we’ll all ﬂy on in the Second Division Way.

The thirtieth mission’s the ﬁnal one, they say, hurray,
They’ll let you go home and catch up on your fun,
hurray, hurray,
They think you’ll come back for another tour,
But take it from me, that’s a pile of manure,
And we’ll all ﬂy on in the Second Division Way.

Our number three prop has run away, hurray, hurray,
And our number one turbo has gone to stay,
hurray, hurray,
With a shot in the ball and those guns out,
The top turret’s jammed and just spinning about,
We’ll all ﬂy on in the Second Division Way.

2008 2ADA
Registration Information
October 17-20, 2008

The target’s protected by trainer planes, they say, hurray,
The ﬂak is feeble and poorly aimed, they say, hurray,
But the trainers are Messerschmitt 109’s,
And the feeble ﬂak holed us 300 times,
And we’ll all ﬂy on in the Second Division way.
Precision bombing at noon for us, they say, hurray,
The bombardier toggled them out in train,
hurray, hurray,
We aimed at the harbor, we hit all around,
Survivors are feasting on ﬁsh that they found,
And we’ll all ﬂy on in the Second Division Way.
We circled the target to steady their aim, hurray, hurray,
And when we return our leaders we’ll all blame,
hurray, hurray,
We pick out the towns that have most of the ﬂak,
And circle them all on our way coming back,
And we’ll all ﬂy on in the Second Division Way.

Costs
Single Occupancy: $675.00
Double Occupancy: $515 per person
Triple Occupancy: $415.00 per person
Extra days: (other than nights of 17th, 18th, and 19th:
$129 + taxes and fees)
Note: Above costs include 3 buﬀet breakfasts, one
lunch buﬀet, and 3 evening buﬀets/banquet
A separate meal plan is available for those not staying
at the Gaylord Texan. Breakfast is $25 per person, the
single lunch is $35 per person, and each of the three
evening meals is $60 per person.
Contact information
To get additional information, to register, and to make
payment, (forms available on the HL website) call:
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Evelyn Cohen
06-410 Delaire Landing Road
Philadelphia, PA 19114
Phone: (215) 632-3992
Fax: (215) 632-8319
Transporation
Parking at the Gaylord Texan: $10 per day + tax
Shuttle from DFW airport: $12.00 one way
Shuttle from Love Field: $25.00 one way
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Tours
Optional tours are available at the Registration Desk,
with a minimum of 40 participants
Free tours to to Old Town Grapevine and the Grapevine Mall are available through the front desk

Heritage League Representative to the Board of Governors
of The Memorial Trust of the 2nd Air Division USAAF
Reported by Vicki Brooks Warning
I had the occasion as the Representative to the Board of Governors to attend some special events and very
moving services in England the week of November 11th. This year Veterans Day and Remembrance Sunday fell on
the same day – the 11th day of the 11th month and celebrated at the 11th hour with a moment of silence. But I get
ahead of myself here.
In future Herald’s I will report more speciﬁcally on the various events, so would like to just give a summary
and set the stage for future articles. This year there was quite a contingent from the United States. Veterans
included Earl Zimmerman and family friend Christina Kemp, John Lee and his wife Betty, Chuck Walker, and
Charles Sill. Also attending were Joan Patterson (wife of the late David Patterson), Joan’s daughter Carol Holliday,
Charles Walker Jr. (Chuck’s son), Andrew Horlock (Chuck’s grandson) and Patti, Andrew’s ﬁancé, and my husband
Kurt Warning. Quite a crowd.
We all arrived in Norwich on Saturday November 10th. Some stayed at the Nelson Hotel (now a Premier
Inn) and others stayed at the Annesley House, a lovely hotel in Norwich but closer to the bus station than the train
station. Our activities for the week were organized by Matthew Martin, Chairman of the Board of Governors and
David Hastings, and Andrew Hawker, Governors of the Board. There were many others involved and our grateful
thanks go to them as well for the logistics and chauﬀeuring.
Our schedule was as follows: On Sunday we attended the wreath laying ceremony at City Hall and
Remembrance Sunday services at Norwich Cathedral. Monday was the Annual General Meeting of the Board of
Governors at County Hall followed by lunch at Brasted Barns. At the luncheon Derek Hills was recognized for his
years of service as the Head Librarian at the Memorial Library and his upcoming retirement. (See story and photo
elsewhere in this issue.) Wednesday our group split and went to two diﬀerent venues for dinner.
On Wednesday we attended the Biennial lecture at the John Innes Centre. The lecture was given by The
RT. Honorable The Lord Hurd of Westwell. Lord Hurd served in the governments of Margaret Thatcher and John
Major between 1979 and his retirement in 1995.
On Thursday we traveled to London, where in the early afternoon we went to St. Paul’s Cathedral where we
attended a service in the American Chapel followed by Evensong – while seated in the Quire (choir). Our week
ended in the evening with a reception in the Cathedral Chapter House.
It was a wonderful week, and I am thrilled that I was able to attend and represent the Heritage League of the
Second Air Division Association.
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New By-Laws Look to the Future
At long last, our membership has approved the new Heritage League By-laws. This was quite a process, requiring
a two-thirds assenting vote by a diverse membership scattered across the country. Voting began with a membership
mailing in January, 2007, and was not concluded till late summer.
The vote was spearheaded by our Executive Vice-President, Tina Woods—an able non-proﬁt CEO in her own
right–who explains, “The re-write was driven by several factors - primarily to make the organization less ‘exclusive’ and
more inclusive to broaden our membership base and ensure a viable organization, and also acknowledge the loss of so
many of our veterans.”
The ﬁrst revision since the founding 1987 by-laws, this document provides a foundation for the future, with a
new vision statement in Article 3:
“The LEAGUE shall be the honored steward of the legacy of the Second Air Division, which was earned by the service
of nearly 100,000 combat and ground support personnel, nearly 7,000 of whom made the ultimate sacriﬁce during
World War II. The LEAGUE welcomes all who wish to contribute to this stewardship.”
As inheritors of the traditions of the Second Air Division, the League has revised and established two voting
membership categories, broadening full voting participation:
Legacy: “Those spouses or relatives at least 18 years of age and related to those former personnel, military and
civilian, American or British, who, at any time, served with the Headquarters Organization of the Second Bomb
Wing, Second Bomb Division or Second Air Division during World War II or with any Bomb Group or Fighter
Group or any other unit of the Second Air Division, 8th Air Force, USAAF, either attached or assigned.”
AND
Regular: “Those friends of the LEAGUE who demonstrate keen interest or make literary, artistic, historical or
other valuable contributions to The LEAGUE, the Second Air Division Association, and/or the Memorial Trust
of the Second Air Division.”
These two important changes expand the voting membership signiﬁcantly, by including all relatives, rather
than immediate family, while oﬀering voting privileges to individuals who may have no direct relationship to the
Second Air Division, but whose interest and enthusiasm can be cultivated with a “seat at the table”.
The new by-laws also retain the honored Founding and Charter memberships, and formalize the category of
“Youth”, allowing for reduced annual dues for “any interested child” through the year of their 18th birthday.
And ﬁnally, the 2007 by-laws establish an Honorary Lifetime Membership. This category provides a free (nondues paying, non-voting), life-time membership for any World War II veteran of Second Air Division who served in
any of its units, British or American, attached or assigned.
The Honorary Lifetime membership is an exceptionally important category to us. We ask that if you know a
Second Air Division veteran who does not already belong to the League that you extend to an invitation to join us.
Inquiries can be directed to our Membership VP, Marybeth Dyer, whose contact information is on the last page of this
newsletter.
Several careful readers pointed out our copy-and-paste error in the dissolution language, and the corrected
clause reads this way:
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In the event the LEAGUE is dissolved, its assets minus liabilities will be distributed to the Memorial Trust of the
Second Air Division, in Norwich, England.
In the event the Memorial Trust of the Second Air Division then no longer exists, assets of the LEAGUE will be
distributed to the Mighty Eighth Air Force Museum in Pooler, Georgia, USA.
In the event the Mighty Eighth Air Force Museum in Pooler, Georgia, USA, then no longer exists, assets of the
LEAGUE will be distributed to the United States Air Force Museum, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio,
USA.
Our special thanks to the 210 members who returned their voting cards, making these important changes possible.

From the Guestbook
The Heritage League website (http://www.
heritageleague.org) has an active guestbook feature.
Visitors frequently post questions, and we have a handful
of people who receive notiﬁcation of the entry. These
volunteers then research and attempt to answer these
requests for information.
Here’s a sample of a recent question, that despite
having little information, we were able to answer:
“Does anyone have information on a Harry J
Bender from Bethlehem PA ? Name of plane photos etc.”
(Signed) Chris Cerami, Emmaus, PA, USA
And the reply:
There was a Harry J Bender who ﬂew with
the 787th Bomb Squadron, 466th Bomb Group, out of
Attlebridge. He was a tail gunner with the Charles A.
Felt crew, #784. (The number indicates they were the 84th
crew assigned to the 787th BS.) They ﬂew 17 missions from
February 9 through April 25, 1945, on at least 3 diﬀerent
B-24’s:
#44-40235, (no name), code 6L-T
#44-40253, “Hard Luck”, code 6L-N
#44-40357, (no name), code 6L-U
On the 12th of March they had to bail out of

6L-U, after losing 3 engines (all to mechanical failure).
Fortunately, they had made it back to Allied lines before the
3rd one went, so they were able to bail out successfully.
This information came from a book called
“Attlebridge Arsenal: The Men and Aircraft of the 46tth
Bomb Group”, by Earl Wassom and Chris Brassﬁeld.
There’s a nice crew picture there as well, and a little more
information. An older book, now available in reprint,
“Attlebridge Diaries” also contains another crew member’s
account of the March 12 mission. It would also have
information on their other missions, if we can identify them
all.
Our small group of researchers includes
individuals with knowledge of the 44th, 392nd, 445th,
466th, 467th , and 492nd Bomb Groups, with access
to more limited information on the other Second Air
Division Groups. If you have in interest in these or other
groups and would like to join in this valuable activity,
please contact Reed Hammans or Brian Mahoney, whose
contact information appears on the last page of this
issue.
[Editor’s note: A limited number of the excellent books
cited above, Attlebridge Arsenal and Attlebridge Diaries
are still available. For information, see the Winter 2007
issue of the 466th’s newsletter, “Attlebridge Notes”,
available on-line at http://www.post52.com/466BG/.]
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